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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
JOHN T. HAWKINS, OF TAUNTON, MASSACEUSETTS, 

PRINTNG PRESS. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 272,835, dated February 20, 1883. 
Application filed March 9, 1882. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, JoHN T. HAWKINS, of 

Taunton, in the county of Bristol and State of 
Massachusetts, have invented a new and use 
ful Improvement in Printing-Presses, more 
particularly relating to that class of printing 
machines commonly known as “perfecting 
presses,” which improvement is fully set forth 
and illustrated in the following specification 
and accompanying drawings. 
The object of the invention is to dispense 

With the curved stereotype-plates heretofore 
most generally used upon the type-cylinders 
of perfecting-presses, and to print perfected 
sheets from a continuous web of paper on the 
original type-forms, and thus to save the cost 

sarily consumed in molding and casting the 
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stereotype-plates from the original type-forms 
after being set up by the compositor, the self 
feeding, speed, and all the other advantages 
of the perfecting-press being at the same time 
preserved. It Will of course be understood by 
those skilled in the art that stereotype-plates 
may be used upon the type-cylinder of this 
machine as well as original type-forms, if so 
desired; but there is no advantage in putting 
stereotype - plates on cylinders made large 
enough to carry a number of forms for many 
itnpressions. The better practice is the con 
mon one-where stereotype-plates are used 
that is, to secure such plates upon a smaller 
cylinder and to multiply the number of cylin 
diers carrying such forms to contorm to the 
number of the impressions required, instead 
of making one large cylinder carry all the 
forms required for the several impressions. 
The mere perfecting features of printing from 
the roll a continuous Web of paper on both 
sides at one operation upon a cylinder provided 
with forms of type set up by the compositor, 
instead of being stereotyped, is not entirely 
original with me; but the novel means where 
by I accomplish the object of my invention im 
part great simplicity and durability to the ma 
chline at a comparatively cheap cost of con 
struction. 
The invention consists, broadly, in so arrang 

ing the parts of the machine that by means of 
one or more pairs of feeding and cutting cylin 
ders, a type revolving cylinder, and one or more 

of the stereotype plant and the time neces 
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pairs of impression-cylinders geared thereto at 
equal surface velocities, the sheets of paper to 
be printed are first cut from the web or webs, 
when, during the first impression, they are fed 
head first through and between the type-cyl 
inder and the first-impression cylinder, from 
which the heads of the sheets are projected 
during said impression, at the end of which 
their tail ends are directly delivered from the 
first-impression cylinder or cylinders (where 
more than one such cylinder is used) to the 
grippers of the second-impression cylinder or 
cylinders. 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 
a side elevation, and Fig.2 an end elevation, of 
the machine, taken in vertical section at the line 
XX of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal verti 
cal section through the center of the machine, 
taken at the line YY of Fig. 2, omitting the out 
lies of the frames and all the devices for trans 
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mitting motion to the several actuated parts of 
the machine, for the purpose of more clearly 
illustrating the relative positions of the princi 
pal moving parts. Fig. 4 shows, in transverse 
section, upon an enlarged scale, the pair of im 
pression-cylinders to the left in Figs. 1 and 3. 
Fig. 5 is an elevation, also upon an enlarged 
scale, of the ends of said cylinders, with the 
framing of the machine broken away to exhibit 
the mechanism which imparts motion to and 
the operation of the grippers and sheet-lifter 
fingers in taking the sheets from the web, de 
livering the same to the first-impression cylin 
der, from said cylinder to the second-in pres 
sion cylinder, and thence delivering it to the 
folder or other delivery attachment. Fig. 6 is 
a sectional view similar to Fig. 3, illustrating 
principal parts and the manner of multiplying 

75 

the number of pairs of impression-cylinders 9o 
and arranging the same about and around a 
single type-cylinder. 

In said figures, the letters AA indicate the 
main frames of the machine, and the letter A' 
its base plate. A shaft, E, is journaled in said 
fraines, which carries on one end the pinion 
E and upon the other end the belt-pulley E, 
to which the necessary power from any suit 
able source is applied to impart motion to all 
the different actuated parts of the machine, 
the pinion E engaging the gear-wheel, B, se 
cured to the type-cylinder B, upon whose pe. 
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riphery the type-forms ff are secured in the 
ordinary manner, not necessary to describe, 
and forming no part of this il) vention. 
The two pairs of impression-cylinders C c C 

c' respectively and successively impart the 
first and second in pressions to the sheets, to 
each of which cylinders is secured a gear 
wheel, CC8 cc, which gear-wheels severally 
engage the gear-wheel B' upon the type-cylin 

Io der B. Said gear-wheels are so proportioned 
that when the cylinders C c C c' are moved 
out of contact with the type-cylinder B, as 
hereinafter explained, they will not pass en 
tirely out of gear with the gear-wheel B'. 

15 The shaft F, mounted in suitable bearings 
in one of the frames A, is actuated by the shaft 
of the type-cylinder B through the interven 
tion of the bevel-wheels F. F, the vertical 
shaft F, journaled likewise in suitable bear 

2 o ings projected from one of the frames A, and 
the bevel-wheels E. E. These several wheels 
are so proportioned that the shaft F makes 
one revolution for each revolution of the type 
cylinder B. 

25 The vertical shafts Gg, journaled in one frame 
A similarly to the shaft F., are respectively 
driven by the shaft F through the intervention 
of the pairs of bevel-wheels G'G' and g'g'', and 
impart motion to the lower cylinders of the two 

3o pairs of cutting and feeding cylinders G Gg 
gby means of the second pairs of bevel-wheels, 
G3 Gigg'. Said pairs of cutting-cylinders G 
Gigg are each geared together by the pairs 
of spur-gears G. G. gig, secured to their axes, 

35 and the gear-wheels actuating then from the 
shaft F are so proportioned as to give to the 
cutting and feeding cylinders G. Gigg such 
surface Velocities as to deliver one sheet for 
each revolution of the type-cylinder B. The 

4o cylinder's Gg have in their surfaces, parallel 
to their axes, slots or recesses Gig, and the 
cylinders Gig each a serrated knife, Gigi, 
for severing tile sheets from the Webs in the 
ordillary and well-known manner. 

45 The rolls of paper H h are carried on cores 
or shafts runuing in suitable bearings in the 
fraines A, from which the webs of paper H' lif 
are led to and between the cylindels Gg and 
the pressure-rollers G9 g, also journaled in the 

5o frames A, and, passing over the cylinders Gg 
and between them and the cylinders Gig, are 
cut into sheets of proper length by the kives 
Gg as they are passed to the impression 
cylinders C. c. The shafts El H8 h” h", also 

55 journaled in the frames A, each carry a series 
ui tape pulleys, H H' h it, upon which are 
driven the tapes H* l', said pulleys being 
driven by the gear-wheels G. g7 through the 
interposed idler-pinious H hand the gears 

6o H" h" on the ends of the shafts H h°, the idler 
gears H h running upon studs secured to the 
illner sides of the frames A. 
The two series of bridge-fingers H10 it are 

supported upon the cross-bars H h, secured 
65 at their ends to the frames A. Said fingers 

are spaced across the press alternately with 
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the two series of tapes H* it, and their ends 
adjoining the cutting-cylinders G gentershal. 
low grooves turned in the peripheries of said 
cylinders, as shown in dotted lines in Figs. 3 
and 6, for the purpose of stripping the advanc 
ing edges of the webs of paper from the cyl 
inders Gig after the preceding sheets have 
been severed from their respective webs by the 
knives Gigi. The other ends of the bridge 
fingers H10 h. extend nearly to the impression 
cylinders C c, to the top of the former and bot 
tom of the latter, and lie nearly at a tangent 
to the surfaces of said cylinders. 
The impression-cylinders C C c c' revolve 

upon the shafts D, which are journaled eccen 
trically in the frames A, and to whose ends 
are secured the arms D', each carrying a roller, 
D', engaging suitably-formed grooves, D', in 
the box-ca in D", which is secured to one end 
of the axis or shaft of the type-cylinder B. 
The grooves in said cam are two in number 
one on each side of the cam-and two of the 
four rollers ID run in each of sail grooves. 
The arrows in Fig. 2 surrounding the shafts 
D indicate the directions in which the cylin 
ders c c' respectively rotate. This arrange 
ment of eccentric shafts is for the purpose of 
bringing each of the impression-cylinders C 
C cc. ii: contact with the type-cylinder B at 
the proper times-when their respective type 
forms secured to said type-cylinder are pass 
ing-and it also keeps said impression-cylin 
der's out of contact with the type-cylinder dur 
ing the revolution of the remaining portions of 
said cylinder's surface. 
The cylinder-gripers Pip are of the usual 

form, and seize the sheets and hold them in 
contact with their respective impression-cyl 
inders until the leading edges of the sheets 
have passed through the impression. The 
sheet-lifter fingers. P' p', upon which the lead 
ing edges of the sheets are clain ped by the 
grippers Pip, are spaced alternately with said 
grippers throughout the length of the cylin 
der, in the usual manner. The slieet-lifter fin 
gers P’ p° are situated upon the impression 
cylinders C c, so that their points lie under 
the tail margin of each sheet, said margins be. 
ing made to overhang the in pression-surfaces 
of the cylinders sufficiently for that purpose. 
The shafts Pip', upon which the grippers P 

p are spaced and secured, have each secured 
to one end the segmental gears or sectors P, 
and the arms P, carrying rollers P, are piv 
oted on the ends of the cylinders C C c c'. 
Said arms have formed upon their free ends 
the sector-gears P, engaging the sectors P. 

Pivoted to the inner euds of the studs upon 
which the rollers P. run are the rods P, each 
carrying a collar, P, and a spring, P, the free 
ends of the rods P. passing through lugs l', 
attacbed to the cylinder-heads. 
To the shafts Pip, on which the sheet 

lifter fingers P. pale spaced and secured, are 
secured at one end the arius P, carrying roll 
ers P, the shafts Pip' being surrounded in 
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part by a helical spring, (not shown in the 
drawings,) so acting as to keep the points of 
the sheet-lifter fingers pressing tightly upon 
the cylinder when not lifted, as hereinafter 
explained. 
The cams Pl, secured to the inner side of 

the frames A, acting upon the rollers P, cause 
the sheet-lifter fingers Pip' to elevate the head 
of the sheet from the respective impression 
cylinders simultaneously with the opening of 
the grippers P. p. The shafts P. p.6 in the 
cylinders Cc only carry the lifter-fingers Pip', 
hereinbefore described as lying under the 
overhanging margins of the sheets. The le 
vers P, secured to one end of the shafts Pi 
p, carry rollers P, which engage cams P9, 
so placed upon the inner side of the frames A 
as to cause the tails of the sheets to be elevat 
ed at the proper times to allow of their being 
sized by the grippers P p of the cylinders 

c. 
Referring to Figs. 1 and 5, the cams P0 p. 

are secured to the inner side of the frames A, 
which are in Fig. 5 broken away to show said 
cans engaging the rollers P on the sector 
levers P, which cams are so formed and placed 
as to open and close the cylinder. grippers at 
the proper times for releasing and gripping 
the sheets. 
On the shaft F are two cams, Nin, engaging 

the rollers N' ', the latter being attached to 
the rods N, forked at their lower ends to 
embrace the shaft F. The upper ends of the 
rods N n are connected to the levers N3 n, 
which are secured to two shafts, N. m. The 
shaft N carries a series of stripers, N, spaced 
across the machine, so as to alternate with the 
grippers P and lifter-fingers P. s 
On two of the strippers N are carried two 

rollers, N, set so as to roll upon the unprinted 
margins of the sheets. 
On the shaft in is a pair of arms carrying 

rollers, n, set in the same manner as are the 
rollers N, so as to roll upon the unprinted 
margins of the sheets only. The calms N n are 
so fortuned and adjusted on the shaft F as to 
cause the points of the stripper-fingers N to 
lie close to the cylinder C, and at the same 
time to keep the rollers N in contact with the 
tapes running upon the shafts N and their 
pulleys when the sheet is being delivered from 
the cylinder C, and to make the rollers in per 
for in the same functions for the cylinder c. 
The cylinder c requires to stipper-fingers to 
correspond to those on the cylinder C, the 
bridge-fingers in serving that purpose, for the 
reason that the sheets come from the top of 
the cylinder c, but from the botton of the cyl 
inder C. 
Upon the shaft F are secured two box-cams, 

Ss, having suitably-formed grooves engaging 
the rollers S's", attached to the rods Ss, each 
rod having its free end bifurcated to embrace 
the shaft F. The rods S's are connected to 
the lever-arms S°s, secured to the rock shafts 
Ss, journaled in the frames A. Attached to 

said rock-shafts are the folder-blades S s, 
which, through the instrumentality of the cams 
SS and their connections just described, are 
caused to crease and enter the delivered sheets 
between the first pairoffolding-rollers, to make 
the first fold upon the arrival of the sheets at 
the proper place to receive such folds. 
The stripper and bridge fingers T t are se 

cured, respectively, to cross-bars TT and to 
the single and similar bar, t. The bridge. 
fingers t have alternating with them the tapes 
t, earried on pulleys on the shafts t?t, and 
driven from the gear c by the pinion tand 
the intermediate pinion, t. The folding-rollers 
V v, at which the first fold is made, are actu 
ated from the shaft F through the bevel-gears 
V v' V V8 , the vertical shafts V4 o', and 
the horizontal shafts V . 

In Fig. 3 the positions to be occupied by the 
inking-rollers for each pair of impression-cyl 
inders are indicated by the letters R. R. rr, and 
in Fig. 6 for the third pair of cylinders by the 
figures 12 12, &c. In Figs. 1 and 2 all that re 
lates to the gripper and sheet-lifter fingers is 
omitted, being very clearly shown, enlarged 
in Figs. 4 and 5, and in section in Figs. 3 and 6. 
All the inking apparatus, except the positions 
of the form-rollers indicated by the letters 
R. R. and 12 12, &c., is also omitted. 
Fig.6 shows the arrangement of the prin 

cipal parts in outline and section when three 
pairs of impression-cylinders are used to print 
from three rolls or webs and deliver to three 
folders. In this figure the folder-blades SS 
for the cylinders CC c c'each form one finger 
of two sets of fly-fingers, Tt, which convey the 
sheet to the fold-rollers W V, the stripper and 
bridge-fingers N n serving to direct the sheets 
thereto. In this figure the third pair of im 
pression-cylinders and their concomitant parts 
are indicated by numbers, as follows: 12, the 
impression-cylinders; 3, the roll of paper; 45, 
the cutting and feeding cylinders; 6, the feed 
and conveying tapes; 7, the stripper-fingers 
to cylinder l ; 8, the stripper-fingers to cylin 
der 2; 9, the conveying-tapes from cylinder 2; 
10, the folding - rollers, and 11 the folding 
blade. The other two pairs of impression-cyl 
inders and concomitant parts are lettered in 
conformity with the other figures. 

It is uot intended to limit this system to 
three pairs of impression-cylinders to one type. 
cylinder, as any number of such pairs may be 
used, each with their own webs of paper, fold 
ing apparatus, and other parts, by means of 
the arrangement of parts shown in the several 
figures or equivalent parts. In all the figures 
all those parts of the folding apparatus beyond 
those necessary for making the first fold are 
omitted as unnecessary to be shown here, such 
parts in practice being arranged in Well-known 
ways to suit the number and direction of the 
folds required to be made. 

It is not essential to this invention that the 
delivered sheets shall be folded. They may 
be delivered flat, when desired, by substitut. 
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ing for the several folders used as many vi 
brating flies and receiving - tables as may be 
required. The direction of rotation of the sev 
eral cylinders is ludlcated by the arrows clearly 
delineated in the drawings. 
The complete operation of the invention is 

as follows: The webs of paper H' h' are fed 
from the rolls H h by the pressure-rollers Gg 
and by the cutting and feeding cylinders G. G. 
gg until the leading edge of each web reaches 
the proper position to be seized by the grip 
pers of the cylinders C c, the grippers of the for. 
mer upon its upper side and those of the lat 
ter upon its lower side. Simultaneously with 
the closing of the grippers of the cylinders C 
and c upon the leading edges of the WebS the 
cutting-knives Gigi sever the sheets from the 
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webs. The cylinders C c at such tines are 
caused to come in contact with the type-form, 
when the first side of each sheet is printed. 
It is to be understood, however, that these op 
erations are not simultaneously perforined by 
the two pairs of impression-cylinders, but that 
they are so timed as to meet the forms as they 
are rotated upon the type - cylinder B. The 
grippers of the cylinders C care caused to open 
and release the sheets at the proper times for 
their leading edges to be stripped from said 
cylinders by the strippers N' and 2'. The 
heads of the sheets now pass on the tapes N 
m and bridge-fingers N. nil, being propelled 
by the rollers N6 n, until each pair of cyliu 
ders reaches the positions suown lii Figs. 4 and 
5, the cylinders C c having been meanwhile 
moved out of contact with the cylinder B, 
when the end of the impression was reached, 
through the action of the can I) and the eccen 
tric shafts D. In the positions indicated by 
Figs. 4 and 5 the propelling - rollers N m, 
through the action of the cams N m, release 
the sheets, so that they may be drawn back 
under said rolles. At this time the sleet 
lifter fingers P' p' of the cylinders Cc will have 
lifted the tail margins of the sheets over 
against the adjoining cylindiers C c', whose 
grippers are at this tiune caused to close, as 
herein before described, their motion and ve. 
locity being such that their points have a great 
er velocity in the direction in which the aii 

5o joining surfaces of the cylinders C care travel. 
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ing--that is, in opposite direction to that of 
the cylinders C c', carrying said grippers 
thus enabling the grippers of the cylinders C 
c' to pass behind the lifted tail margius of the 
sheets and clamp them tail first to said cylin 
ders. The cylinders C c' are now brought in 
contact with the type-cylinder B, as before ex 
plained, for the cylinders C c, and the second 
sides of the sheets are thus impressed and 
printed as the proper form is presented by the 
rotation of the cylinder B. The grippers of 
the cylinders C c' are now caused to open and 
the sheet-lifter fingers to elevate the now al 
vancing but, previously, tail edge of the sheet 
upon the stripper-fingers T t, and the sheets 
are then conveyed to the folding-rollers V , 

the first fold being made in a vertical position 
for the cylinders C C and lorizontally for the 
cylinders a c'. 

I do not confine myself to either vertical or 
horizontal first fold rollers, as these may be 
inclined to any position to suit the arrange 
ment best attainable or most desirable for other 
parts of the machine; nor do I confine myself 
to the methods shown for imparting motion to 
the cutting and feeding cylinders, to the type 
or form cylinder, or to the folding rollers and 
lblades, as their several motions may be effected 
by many Well-known meats. 
Any matter herein shown and not claimed, 

but claimed in my accompanying application 
marked “Case A,' I herein disclaim. 

Having thus fully described my said im 
provements, as of my invention I claim 

1. A perfecting printing-press having com 
bined therein a type revolving cylinder, one 
or more pairs of impression-cylinders, one pair 
or a corresponding nuumber of pairs of feeding 
and cutting cylinders, and suitable sheet guides 
or conveyers, whereby each sheet is cut from 
its web and conveyed head first to a first-in 
pression cylinder, and then by said cylinder 
delivered tail first directly to the grippers of 
a second-impression cylinder, thereby perfect 
ing the printing of the sheets, all substantially 
as set forth. 

2. In a printing-press, the combination of a 
type revolving cylinder, a pair of impression 
cylinders, a set of stripper-fingers, a set of 
controlling-rollers, and a set of bridge-fingers 
and conveying-tapes, whereby the free end or 
head of the out-traveling sheet is directed and 
conveyed away from the first-impression cyl 
inder until its tail end is seized by the grippers 
of the second-impression cylinder and the di 
rection of its motion reversed for printing the 
second side of the sheet, all substantially as 
set forth. 

3. In a printing-press, in combination with 
a type revolving cylinder and means, substan 
tially as described, for receiving and directing 
the head of the sheet while the first impres 
sion is being made, one or more pairs of in 
pression-cylinders, the first-impression cylin 
der in each pair being provided with one set 
of grippers and two sets of sheet-lifter fingers 
and its fellow second-impression cylinder with 
one set of gripper's, whereby the first-impres 
sion cylinder is caused to first discharge the 
head of the sheet by means of one set of sheet 
lifter fingers and then to deliver the tail of the 
sheet directly to the grippers of the second 
impression cylinder by means of the other set 
of sheet lifter fingers, substantially as and for 
the purpose set forth. 

4. In a printing-ress, in combination with 
a type-revolviug cylinder, one or more pairs of 
impression-i'ylinders arranged to revolve so 
that their adjacent surfaces shall run in oppo 
site directions, the grippers upon the second 
impression cylinder of each pair being so timed 
in their action as to take the tail of the sheet 
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directly from its first-impression cylinder, after 
the first side of the sheet has been printed, for 
the purpose of imparting the second impres 
sion, substantially as set forth. 

5 5. A printing-press having an impression 
cylinder provided with two sets of sheet-lifter 
fingers, one set for raising the head of the 
sheet preparatory to its delivery, and the other 

set for raisin g the tail of the sheet preparatory 
to its delivery, substantially as and for the Io 
purposes set forth. 

JOHN T. HAWKINS, 
Witnesses: 

S. L. CUSHMAN, 
ELISHA. T. JACKSON. 

  


